Humanising Rights and Responsibilities Series: I’m OK, You’re Ok
and that’s OK
2013 Conference
Harnessing the Hero/Shero in Me, You and Them

The 2013 Conference was hosted by Clare Intercultural Network CIN and the
Intercultural and Diversity Education Centre – IDEC Ireland
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Exhibitions and performance
Gort Community School prepared very creative visual installations on human rights and
what qualities the enjoyment of those rights brings to us, diversity and religious
diversity displays that were on show throughout the conference. Ennis Gael Colaiste
performed a song fitting in with the theme of the day. Ennis educate together came to
tell us of their school Yellow Flag project and Colaiste Muire students did a presentation
on protection and human trafficking. The last day of the 16 Days of Action highlighting
violence against women was marked.
Nelson Mandela’s inspiration and message was celebrated and threaded through the
day.
Poems, ‘Ask’ by Margaret Whetley and Culture by Manitonquat were performed.
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IDEC hosted its forth conference in the Humanising Rights and Responsibilities Series –
‘Harnessing the Hero/Shero in Me, You and Them’ - in Ennis, December 10th 2013. This
Conference built on the work of the previous three conferences that looked at the
experience of living and learning diversity within Irish education from different
perspectives, focusing on what supported individual, group, organisation and
community’s ability to build their moral courage and ability to advocate for themselves
and others.
Up to 120 participants, including 55 Transition year students from Gort Community
School, Ennis Community College, Ennis Gael Colaiste and Colaiste Muire, local
communities, academics and teachers joined in conversations.
The day started with an invitation to ‘Ask’ and have conversations with people we had
never met before.

ASK
Ask ‘what’s possible?’ not ‘what’s wrong?’
Keep asking.
Notice what you care about.
Assume that many others may share your dreams.
Be brave enough to start a conversation that matters.
Talk to people you know.
Talk to people you don’t know.
Talk to people you never talk to.
Be intrigued by the difference you hear.
Expect to be surprised.
Treasure curiosity more than certainty.
Know that creative solutions come from new connections.
Remember, you don’t fear people whose story you know.
Real listening always brings people closer together.
Invite in everyone who cares to work on what is possible.
Trust that meaningful conversations can change your world.
Rely on human goodness.
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Stay together.
Margaret J. Wheatley (2002) Turning to One Another: Simple Conversations to Restore Hope in the Future

Alphonse Basogomba spoke of the Mandela’s inspiration and moral courage in
advocating against the political, social, economic, cultural structures and systems. He
spoke of the importance of moral courage in speaking out or in supporting others who
speak out. He highlighted why advocating and fighting for Human rights has been and
continues to be an important and relevant issue. Part of marking its importance is to
participate in conversations and listen to others and together explore how we might
proactively promote the enjoyment of rights, equality and the living of diversity on a
personal, community, organisational or school level.

Frontline Defenders: Jamila Omar and Tara Madden:
First Tara spoke of the work of Front Line Defenders, which is the International
Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders. Founded in Dublin in 2001, it
works to protect human rights defenders at risk, people who work, non-violently, for
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any or all of the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).
Front Line Defenders addresses the protection needs identified by defenders
themselves.
Tara then spoke of her own learning and deeper understanding of the role moral
courage and solidarity play in sustaining the work of human rights activists. And how
important it was to provide support to the individuals and the rights they are
advocating for.
Jamila took all participants on a journey of her life as a human rights activist for the
right to education, in particular for girls, in her native Afghanistan. She spoke of her own
interrupted education in her quest to become a journalist and write about women’s
issues, their denial of rights and for those who live in rural villages. Caught between the
Taliban, social barriers and other political and social barriers, she has used her voice
and her journalism to highlight the issues and campaign for change. She spoke of her
motivation – because it’s a denial of women’s rights and subjects women to unequal
treatment and the personal health, social, professional, financial and political cost of her
activism.
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Anne-Marie Pollock in her paper ‘Not the land of 100,000 welcomes after all’ argued
for a rethink in attitude towards 'new' Irish’, many of whom are second generation,
where their skills and cultural diversity are valued for the richness they add to society
and the economy.
She suggested that across Irish society there was a need to realise the importance of
integrating immigrant communities and of the societal abyss we're standing at if we
don't. She went on to say that Ireland is in an extraordinary position; ‘we are firsttimers. We can learn from the successes and failures of our neighbours. Our own history
underlines the benefits that immigration brings and also the personal difficulty it
incurs’. She challenged us to ‘Imagine’ a different outcome whereby, ‘our history and
our current societal make-up give us real potential to be a model for cohesive diversity;
this is Ireland's time to lead.’Anne-Marie Pollock works for UNICEF Ireland. This paper won her the
title UK and Ireland Young Thinker of the Year

All conference attendees engaged in World Café and harvest, to discuss what were the
qualities needed for moral courage and what were the supports needed for moral
courage and heroism to flourish? These questions were also explored through creative
activities.
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QUALITIES:

SKILLS, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS Creative

activities
Cake making – participants identified the ingredients that support ‘hero’ qualities and
solidarity
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Hero sweets – participants identified the qualities of a
hero/shero

Mirroring the findings in the 2012 research ‘Living and Learning Diversity in the Irish
Education System’, participants highlighted diversity, equality, rights, social justice
issues, the process of ‘othering’ With some exceptions the denial of rights were seen as
happening to others, individuals or social groups because of their difference.
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Participants were given lens, glasses, binoculars and eye glasses and asked to discuss
and identify ways, suggestions, ideas to address the named abuses and discriminations
that people experience because of their own diversity or their belonging to a particular
social grouping.
The second part of the day looked at and explored the lens through which we view
diversity, rights, equality and their abuse.
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The students from Colaiste Muire presented their project on Prostitution and Human
Trafficking, a human rights issue, what it is, how it works and how it should be
challenged.

Dr Eoin Devereux: spoke of the social context and the role of Media, both traditional and
the newer social media. He outlined the power of the media to shape the lens through
which we view certain issues and people unless we learn to be critical of and challenge
what is presented.
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Eoin talked about the media serving particular economic and social interests and gave
examples of how certain social groups are misrepresented, stereotyped and/or
demonised in so called opinion pieces and/or for the purposes of entertainment.
He spoke of the ‘Big Fat Gypsy Wedding’ phenomena, the way incidents involving
Travellers are reported, ‘debates on social welfare recipients and the unemployed are
pitched and how migrants and refugees issues are represented. Equally the voice and
diversity of such groups are rarely represented within media.
The consequences of such practices normalises discrimination, exclusion and
problemises diversity, all of which have consequences for democracy, equality and
rights and more importantly for the everyday lived experiences of citizens.
In concluding he challenged the young people to be as aware, critical and challenging of
what they read and learn on social media and the internet.

Anna Visser from The Advocacy Initiative: spoke of the importance of voice/advocacy
and moral courage in bringing social justice, rights and equality issues to the attention
of the public, policy makers and decision makers to bring about change. She spoke about
what advocacy was some of the different forms it takes on, from the individual to the
small community and voluntary group to the national NGO. The qualities of the
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hero/shero are what drives advocacy for change so that issues of injustice become
actions for justice, rights and equality.

Anna reported on research the Initiative had carried out, which had shown the public
support for advocacy at the same time that state funding of advocacy work had
decreased. This provided a challenge for all organisations, groups and schools in terms
of supporting advocacy internally and externally at a time when the political, social and
funding environment might not value it.
Anna suggested that throughout the day, participants spoke about heroes on three
levels:
1. Individuals like Jamila and Anne-Marie - we heard from Jamila that she had to
believe that she could make a change for herself and for her community.
2. Communities like here in Ennis, and Clare Intercultural Network. Alphonse
reminded us of Mandela’s words that no matter what the challenge our response
matters.
3. Organisations and schools like the yellow flag project of Ennis Educate Together,
Gort Community School and Larissa or their art projects, Gael Colaiste reminded
us ‘not to hesitate’, and Colaiste Muire talked to us about their work on
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prostitution and trafficking, not easy issues to stand up in front of a large group
and talk about.

The final world café discussion asked what can each of us, our organisation/school do to
challenge the media and to support advocacy.

Harvesting the conversations:

What can ……..
We as individuals, groups or

To challenge the media?

society do
Skills/knowledge


People should be more aware
that the media is not objective



Prejudice exists in Ireland –
education lacking and not at full

Attitude/ Behaviour


Change laws



Education about fairness



More laws about what you can print in
the newspaper – and they should have

potential


More objectivity



Sexualisation in advertising



Learn and promote social media



Make people more aware that not
everything in the media says or does is
not always right.

best practice



Complain to the authorities



Question what we are being told



Creative awareness campaign



Think for ourselves



Critical thinking /evaluating and



Challenge stereotypes – gender,
racial, etc…………….
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to list their sources

questioning


Speak out about discrimination



No labels



No stereotypes



Balance



clearer headlines



Less biased



More factual



Campaigns/lobbying/demonstrating



A governing body over what is
acceptable to write



Letters to the editors

What can ……..
Schools/organisations do

To support the moral courage
of individuals or groups

Experience


Had the same experience as the
speaker – hide the fact that I am a
Traveller



We live and learn Diversity in the
Youth Centre but not in school



Attitude


Rich versus Poor – different traits



Middle class versus advantage



Teachers country



They are different – you can help
them by befriending new people

Teachers are more accepting of
diversity in Youth Reach than in



Schools
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Join community /groups etc….
where there are a mix of people



Treated differently



Attitude to mental illness



Religion, a huge factor



Nationalities to mix more



Feelings of separation, no

education


Church – big factor in diversity



Class -social status



Visible diversity would be less

encourage and support NGO’s and

today, but invisibility diversity still

individuals through fundraising

exists today

and financial support.



Proactive


Presentations – awareness,

No representation of Traveller

educating: Social media – face-book

culture in the school


Exclusion, not feeling wanted



Feel like missed out on education



Feeling of the loss of education -

page – highlighting issues:
Transition students –
newspaper/radio/social media.


what you believe in

or write.
We are losing the chance to







and cultures

you are not one of the better
leave school, just because you don’t
fit in.


Disassociation –see each other as



Anti racism measures and trainings



More acceptable of different people



Educating people more on certain
groups/individuals

different – interdependence
awareness we are one human
family


Not everyone at the table was
aware of what an Irish Traveller
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Highlighting and informing
students about different religions

The system lets people down –(if
students) – looked down on if you

Teaching towards supporting
tolerance and open mindedness

embrace diversity – cultures are
separating to make own groupings

Waiting for the first move – not
able to speak up = stand up for

Embarrassed not to be able to read



Organisations and/or schools can



Moral courage



Group conversation: world café
style

was, as distinct from other groups



in Irish society.


Those tasked with delivering

should be proper integration


participate in the education system

the best person to do it, e.g.…..

and do not miss days.

the skills or knowledge or that an
educated Irish person knows how



Speak out



Getting involved and involving

to explain ‘being different’ any
better than others

everybody


for policies made to combat these

Travellers together – not a bad

issues


Low expectations of Travellers in
the segregated education – ac of
dedication from teachers to give an
education and the experience of

Lots of groups discriminate – some



Equal education



Take action with regards to
government – peaceful protest



more than others


No education



No representation of Travelling
culture in schools

Knowledge skills
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Community events that includes
everyone from the community

the nuns could be very varied


Creation of proposals for policies

Segregated education – a
experience



Important that all children

diversity awareness are not always
black skin does not mean you have



The future for Traveller education

Education is key to the extinction
of racism and discrimination.



Provide suitable training support
and funding



Provide other resources



Support ideas



Protest



Don’t judge

Behaviour



To highlight



More information



Make people aware that everything
the media says or does in not
always right



Creating an awareness campaign



Stand up for yourself



Facebook and social media



Courage versus peer pressure



Compassion – the hero’s journey



Divide and conquer media – critical
thinking



Media



Integration on sports teams



Creating a forum /debating teams
/student council



Open discussion in SPHE



Speakers



poster campaign



team building exercises



Understanding different cultures –
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Socially include – meet our
neighbour – get to know, talk
to……..



Strike /protest



Step by step, people need to be
willing to change



Peaceful protest



Speak out



Listening to the actual
groups/individuals themselves



Difference between groups



More open to people with
disabilities



Integration



Acceptance



Respect



Speak out if you witness racism or
prejudice



Organise civil society event to
facilitate and support voice of
people to influence policy.



Write letters of complaints

be open to other people’s views



Strikes

Getting to know people in different



Media challenges – Critical

groups


Boycotting



Talk on radio



Set up websites



Need attitude change – more
listening, talking to breakdown
stereotypes

thinking/evaluating/questions


Educate children on how to
integrate with other students at
school.



Self –integration are needed in the
schools

As schools and organisations 

Schools get involved in meetings like
this

As society 



Use flags, incentives



Patrons in schools – multi-

Use films, radio and media



Make groups accessible and inclusive



Fundraising



incentives and support for

denominational


In government offices and areas of
employment –diverse groups, positive
discrimination (controversial territory

integration

situation)


Awareness about different minorities

As individuals 

Explore your prejudices



Challenge media and others



Support those who take a stand



Work together



Stop spending money on things you
do not need



Stand up for your own rights more
often and be heard
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Boycott products that advocate

discrimination or are produced by
corrupt corporation

Participants set out an alternative vision for a more inclusive Ireland

Vision for Ireland
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Concluding the conversation until …….
4 key themes emerged from all of the discussions
1. Include everyone, even if sometimes that is hard
2. Keep learning, both formal and informal. Expect to be surprised, and as Eoin said
learn to be more critical.
3. Support our heroes. When someone starts a difficult and important conversation
respond, encourage and help them, and join in!
Be brave, have moral courage, it is important to speak out and act for yourself, your
community and others. Whether that’s texting a radio station, getting involved in an
organisation, our asking politicians to do something about an issue.
IDEC wishes to acknowledge and thank all those who supported and helped with the
conference. IDEC thanks all the speakers, the Community Foundation for Ireland, the
Advocacy Initiative, Franciscan Friary Ennis, Court Services Ennis and St Francis credit
union Ennis.
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